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(NAPS)—According to Kevin W.
O’Neil, M.D., FACP, CMD, to live a
long and healthy life, you need a
purpose. “Purpose gives dynamism
to life. Life without purpose or
meaning can have serious adverse
effects emotionally and physically.
Research has demonstrated that
purposeful pursuits can not only
help us live longer, but with a bet-
ter quality of life and better health
outcomes,” explained Dr. O’Neil,
Chief Medical Officer for Brookdale
Senior Living.
Aging adults, he added, who face

increasing health complications
and difficulty maneuvering
through their everyday activities,
respond positively to external inter-
actions and events that cultivate
purposeful fulfillment. For many,
purpose might be easier to find if
only one particular wish—to travel,
see relatives, produce art, even sky-
dive, any of a variety of dreams
once deferred—could be fulfilled.
Wishes are not just for the

young. They have no age limit or
expiration date. They give older
people a sense of hope. To help
older Americans realize their pur-
pose and have their wishes ful-
filled, a nonprofit organization
and a senior living provider cre-
ated a program that grants the
wishes of hundreds of seniors.

The Program
Jeremy Bloom’s Wish of a Life-

time, a foundation created to initi-
ate a cultural change by enriching
the lives of seniors, and Brookdale
Senior Living, one of the nation’s
leading owners and a provider of
high-quality senior living commu-
nities, make wishes come true for
residents. Built on the premise that
seniors should be respected, hon-
ored and aided in society, they hope
to inspire an entire generation and
create a cultural shift in how we
view aging. Growing older doesn’t

mean one has to stop dreaming and
living a life of purpose.
To request a wish, the resident

or family member fills out a survey
form explaining a wish he or she
would like to have fulfilled, and how
it relates to one or more dimensions
of Brookdale’s Optimum Life
platform, which is geared toward
cultivating whole-person wellness.

The Wishes
The residents often have pow-

erful life stories. They’re people
who are changing the culture of
aging by staying active, continu-
ing to learn and finding new
opportunities for self-discovery.
Their once-in-a-lifetime wish

experiences include reconnecting
with loved ones who have not seen
each other in decades, renewing
and celebrating passions, such as
piloting a plane or playing in a
band, and fulfilling other lifelong
dreams.
For just a few high-flying ex-

amples, consider Helene Dax, the
first female air traffic controller.
Her desire was to return to the
skies. Then there’s Stephen
Meyer, an 86-year-old World War
II veteran and former Army
sergeant who always wanted to
marshal in an aircraft. Howard

Grim, a former Air Force Lieu-
tenant Colonel, relived his Air
Force past by flying in the cockpit
of a T-34 Mentor with a pilot.
The wishes are granted as a way

to enrich the lives of the residents.
Many thought they would never be
able to have the experience they
asked for in their wishes but they
still continued to dream. When
their wish is granted, their spirits
are renewed and they find more
purpose in their everyday lives.
Many wishes involve travel; oth-

ers long for family reunions, and
some have unique requests to fulfill
personal goals. At the website
www.brookdalewishes.com, you can
see each wish and view its story.
Wishes are ageless, timeless and

priceless. To seniors, they are also
testimonials to hope and validation
that there’s no age limit on the
desire to live life to the fullest. This
program means senior living resi-
dents don’t have to let “someday”
become “never.” They will have an
opportunity to fulfill dreams they
had placed on the shelf.

Learn More
For more information on Brook-

dale and Jeremy Bloom’s Wish of a
Lifetime, visit www.seniorwish.org
and www.brookdalewishes.com.

MakingWishes ComeTrue

The key to aging well is living well.

(NAPS)—Whether your car
came right off the showroom floor
or you drive a used vehicle that has
seen its share of miles, one of the
best ways to extend its life is to
practice basic maintenance.
To help, here are some tips:
•Take care of your tires. A

good rule of thumb for tire rotation
is to have your tires rotated every
other oil change. This can vary
depending on the amount of driving
you do. Check the air pressure in
your tires. This simple procedure
can help your vehicle’s fuel economy.
•Check your belts and hoses.

You may not know what everything
does under the hood of your vehicle,
but even you can recognize a belt or
hose that has a crack or corrosion.
These parts are usually made of rub-
ber and will eventually wear out. If
you’re still unsure, belts and hoses
can be checked during an oil change
or at your vehicle’s annual checkup.
•Check your oil. If the level

of oil in your vehicle is too high or
low, it can cause engine problems.
Owners of both new and older
vehicles can consider using syn-
thetic motor oil to help increase
the mileage between oil changes.
For example, Royal Purple

offers a variety of motor oil viscosi-
ties for different makes and mod-
els, recommending the SN Series
for vehicles 2011 and newer and
the new High Performance Series
for older vehicles. This can result
in money savings with fewer oil
changes and less impact on the
environment with less oil disposed.
When you get your oil changed,

ask if they recycle their oil, and if
you’re changing your oil, at home,
check out www.earth911.com for a
motor oil recycling center near you.

•Check your coolant . If
you’re not sure where your coolant
reservoir is, check your owner’s
manual. The ideal level of coolant
should be between the low and
high markings.
If you are checking the coolant

yourself, do not take the cap off if
your vehicle has been recently driv-
en. If the coolant system is hot, the
pressure inside could burn you when
the cap is removed. To keep your
engine cool, try a coolant additive
such as Royal Purple’s Purple Ice.
It’s designed to reduce engine tem-
peratures and protect the engine
from corrosion.
•Learn the dashboard lights.

Refer to your owner’s manual to
familiarize yourself with some of
your dashboard warning lights. These
include: Check Engine, Service
Engine, Electrical Fault, Brake
Warning, ABS Brake Warning,
Coolant andOil. Ignoring these warn-
ing signs could result in expensive
repairs if left too long.
For more information, visit

www.royalpurple.com.

Basic Maintenance Can Be A Smart Investment

Using a synthetic motor oil can
help increase mileage between oil
changes and can result in money
savings with fewer oil changes.

(NAPS)—According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, 66 percent of ele-
mentary and high school students
in the U.S. use a computer at
home to complete homework
assignments, and a Kaiser Family
Foundation study found that
young people ages 8 through 18
spend an average of an hour and a
half a day on their computers.
Technology is a significant part

of every student’s educational
experience and a notebook PC is a
must-have item on any back-to-
school shopping list. Today,
though, there are so many options
for a new PC that it’s difficult to
select the right one for the job.
Understanding the right ques-
tions to ask yourself about how
the laptop will be used can help
you find a computer that will
facilitate homework while also
acting as an entertainment hub
for music, movies, games, surfing
the Web and social networking. To
demystify the process and help
you get the most bang for your
buck, consider these tips for
choosing the right laptop:
•Size and Weight: How often

will the notebook be carried?
What screen size is the best fit? A
larger screen and keyboard are

great for watching movies and
doing homework, but a smaller
system is more portable.
•Battery Life: Today it seems

“my battery died” is the new “the
dog ate my homework.” Make sure
your student’s laptop will stay
powered throughout the day—
from the classroom to the library
to the desk at home. Consider
choosing a machine like the HP
Pavilion dm1z, which is based on
technology that enables up to 12
hours of resting battery life.
•Usage: Besides homework,

what are the other activities the
laptop will be used for? Students
today are doing more than ever
before with their computers, and
often doing several different activ-
ities at the same time—from
homework to playing games to
creating and editing videos and
chatting with friends. Laptops
powered by VISION Technology
from AMD are designed for multi-
tasking and can keep up with
your scholar’s needs.
•HD Graphics: Will the lap-

top be used to watch videos or
play games? Considering that 48
hours’ worth of videos are
uploaded to YouTube every
minute, according to comScore’s

U.S. Online Video Rankings,
chances are the answer is yes—
which makes graphics quality
important. Look for VISION Tech-
nology from AMD to know you’re
choosing a laptop that provides a
combination of performance and
video power for brilliant and beau-
tiful high-definition video.
•Comfort: If you have smaller

children who will use the laptop,
look for touchpads that will be
easy for small hands to use or con-
sider getting an external notebook
mouse. Also, pay attention to how
hot the laptop is when shopping,
as well as the noise level.

Expert Advice
Leslie Sobon, a computer

expert at AMD who has experi-
ence helping parents with back-
to-school technology shopping,
points out that laptops with
VISION Technology from AMD
have unprecedented battery life
and power for long hours of
studying on campus, brilliant
HD graphics for gaming and
entertainment, and supercom-
puterlike performance for incred-
ible video playback.

Learn More
For more information, visit

www.amd.com/vision.

Tips For Choosing A New Notebook PC For Back To School
(NAPS)—Alzheimer’s disease

will affect one in eight baby
boomers as they age. Odds are you
will know one of them—and you
may be able to help them.
The greatest risk factor for

Alzheimer’s disease is increasing
age, and the disease is expected to
become more prevalent. The num-
ber of people who have the disease
will double in the next 20 years
and double again in the following
20 years if a cure is not found.
Currently, a person in the U.S.
develops Alzheimer ’s disease
every 70 seconds. This will
increase to every 33 seconds by
the middle of this century.
The best thing you can do to

help those affected by the disease
is to learn all you can about it.
Increased awareness will help
pave the way for the research
needed to find a cure.
Scientists are making progress

in finding effective treatments—
but research is expensive and
takes time. Increased understand-
ing about Alzheimer’s will reduce
stigma, improve care and help
strengthen the public fight
against the disease.
You can help by spreading

the word to family, friends and
colleagues—even your elected
representatives.
One helpful new tool is a series

of five, short (less than three min-
utes each), easy-to-understand
“pocket” films that have been cre-
ated to help increase the under-
standing of Alzheimer’s disease.
The series of films—“A Quick

Look at Alzheimer’s”—is designed
to play on iPods, cell phones,
PDAs, laptops and DVDs.

Originally developed in En-
glish, the pocket films are now
available in 10 other languages:
Arabic, Farsi, French, German,
Hindi, Japanese, Mandarin Chi-
nese, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish.
The films, found at

www.aboutalz.org, are free for
noncommercial use. The Alliance
for Aging Research is hoping indi-
viduals and organizations will use
the films to help further aware-
ness of the disease.
The films were written and

directed by David Shenk, author
of “The Forgetting,” animated by
Jossie Malis and narrated by
David Hyde Pierce. They were
developed in partnership with the
Alliance for Aging Research with a
grant from MetLife Foundation.
For more information, go to

www.aboutalz.org.

Increasing Awareness Can LeadTo A Cure

You can help with Alzheimer’s
awareness by spreading the word
to family, friends and colleagues—
even your elected representatives.




